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AFC 20-S10 Dr. Edwin Seaborn collection at London Public Library
Dr. Edwin Seaborn: Dr. Edwin Seaborn was born on May 14, 1872 in Rawdon, Quebec to Reverend William Minter Seaborn and Aquile Rondeau Seaborn. The family moved to London, Ontario in 1879. Seaborn graduated from the Western University Medical School in 1895. After graduation he taught Anatomy at the Medical School, becoming a professor of Anatomy and Surgery and the Chair of Anatomy by 1916. In 1916, Seaborn was appointed commander, at the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, of the No. 10 Stationary Hospital established by Western University. The unit served in England from 1916 to 1917, and France from 1917 until demobilization in 1919.

In private practice in London after the war, Seaborn also carried out medical and zoological research. His research included an extensive study of Ochronosis, a rare disease, and a study of the Maskinonge species of fish. Seaborn was also interested in local history. He was very active in the London and Middlesex Historical Society, and served as president in 1936. Through his involvement in the society, he obtained access to the diaries, letters and reminiscences of various area residents, including early pioneers, farmers, merchants and doctors. Seaborn combined his love of medicine and history to write *The March of Medicine in Western Ontario*, which traces the history of medicine in Western Ontario. In 1938, the University of Western Ontario presented Seaborn with an Honorary Doctor of Laws degree.

In 1904 Seaborn married Ina Matilda Bucke, daughter of prominent physician, Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke. They had one child, Ina (Dee-Dee) Jessie Helene.


**Scope and Content**
The fonds consists of records relating to Edwin Seaborn's medical and military careers, research, and personal records. Included are ledgers, research notes, correspondence, programmes, invitations, scrapbooks, postcard collection, photographs, books, newspaper clippings; and copies of diaries, letters and reminiscences of various Middlesex County residents.

**Languages**
Material in English and French
Series Descriptions

AFC 20-S1 Medical Practice.
1895-1951.
1 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of records relating to Dr. Edwin Seaborn's medical practice. Included are ledgers, medical diagnosis notebook and prescription pad.

AFC 20-S1-F1 Patient Record Book. -- 1895-1899. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S1-F2 Ledger and Account Book for Medical Practice. -- 1899-1900. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S1-F3 Patient Record Book and Medical Ledger. -- 1910-1916. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-13

AFC 20-S1-F4 Medical Diagnosis Notebook. -- 1896-1900. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S1-F5 Edwin Seaborn's Prescription Pad. -- [1940]. -- Textual record. Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S1-F6 Certificate from College of Physicians and Surgeons, Edwin Seaborn. -- 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30

AFC 20-S1-F7 American College of Surgeons, Fellowship Certificate, Edwin Seaborn. -- 1914. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30

AFC 20-S1-F8 Gynecology Degree, University of Paris, Edwin Seaborn. -- 1923. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30

AFC 20-S1-F9 Medical Certificate of Honor for Edwin Seaborn, Western Medical Department. -- 1893. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30

AFC 20-S1-F10 Medical Certificate of Honor for Edwin Seaborn, Western Medical Department. -- 1895. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30
AFC 20-S2 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital.
1916-1938.
6 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of records relating to Dr. Edwin Seaborn's military career, as a member of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital unit. Included are correspondence, programmes, invitations, and newspaper clippings.

AFC 20-S2-F1 Letters from Edwin Seaborn to Ina Matilda Seaborn during World War One - Part One and Two. -- 1916-1919. -- 2 volumes, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S2-F2 Correspondence . -- 1916-1919. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F3 Souvenir Programme. -- 1916. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F4 Programmes. -- 1916-1919. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F5 Nursing Sisters . -- [1916-1919]. -- Textual Records. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F6 Social Events . -- 1916-1919. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F7 Military Records and Correspondence . -- [1916-1919]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F8 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital by Edwin Seaborn. -- [1945]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S2-F9 No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Newspaper Clippings. -- 1916-1962. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F10 Scraps for the Soldiers - Scrapbook . -- [1916-1923]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S2-F11 War Commendation from No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital to Edwin Seaborn. -- [1918]. -- Textual Record . -- Box Number AFC 20-30

AFC 20-S2-F12 Certificate to Lt. Edwin Seaborn. -- 1920. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30
AFC 20-S3 Medical Research.
1922-1949.
5 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of records relating to medical research conducted by Dr. Edwin Seaborn. Included are research notes, a calendar book, journal articles and notes on ethics.

AFC 20-S3-F1 Research Notes - Ochronosis. -- 1930-1935. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S3-F2 Calendar book [of research notes]. -- 1933-1935. -- 1 volume. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S3-F3 Medical Journals. -- 1895-1945. -- 4 volumes. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S3-F4 Ethics and the history of Medicine lectures. -- [1932]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-8

AFC 20-S3-F5 Ethics, advancing front of science by Geo W. Gray. -- [19-?]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-8

AFC 20-S3-F6 Ethics - Noon day study club, Baconian Club Speeches. -- [1928-1940]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-8
AFC 20-S4 Zoological Research.
1930-1937.
4 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of records relating to zoological research conducted by Seaborn. Included are research notes, correspondence, a journal article and fish scales.

AFC 20-S4-F1 Research Notes - Maskinonge. -- 1930-1937. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S4-F2 Fish Scale Samples. -- [1935]. -- [biological object]. -- Box Number AFC 20-4
AFC 20-S5 Historical Research.
[1830-1965].
Textual records
Scope and Content
Series consists of records relating to historical research conducted by Edwin Seaborn. Included are copies of diaries, letters, legal documents, research notes, articles, newspaper clippings and copies of indexes prepared for the London Public Library.

AFC 20-S5-SS1 Diaries.
[1830-1900].
5cm textual records
Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of transcribed and original copies of diaries collected by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F1 The Adam's Diaries. -- 1880-1900. -- Four Volumes. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F2 Diary of William Bowman. -- 1853-185[ ]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F3 The Case Diary by Jacob Case. -- 1837. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F4 Diary of James Henry Challoner. -- 1853-1893. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F5 Diary of Edward J. Complin. -- 1855. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F6 Diary of John B. Cox. -- 1878; 1880. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F7 Diary of E. De La Hook. -- [1864-1916]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F8 George Hill Detlor Diary, Part One. -- 1851-1862. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F9 George Hill Detlor Diary, Part Two. -- [1879]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F10 Diary of the Reverend James Fraser. -- 1867. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F11 Diary of W.V. Havens. -- 1819-1842; 1872. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F12 Diary of Charles Hall. -- 1861-1862. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F13 The Charles Hunt Diary. -- 1820-1870. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F14 Irwin Diary. -- 1841;1872. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F15 The John Jamieson Diary. -- 1852-1854. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6
AFC 20-S5-SS1-F16 George William Kent Diary. -- 1855-1856. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F17 Diary of G.W. Lawrence. -- 1853-1858. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F18 Diary of J.H. Robinson. -- 1851;1888. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-6

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F19 Diary of Charles A. Sippi. -- 1893-1897. -- Two copies, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-21

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F20 Diary of Richard J.M. Webbe, Pte., 7th Fusilliers. -- 1885. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F21 Mrs. (Jackson) Webster Diary. -- 1821-1837. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F22 J. Westland Diary of Morpeth and London, histories of Westland, Robb, Zavitz and Sutherland Families. -- 1846-1869; 1945. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS1-F23 Diary of Mary Frances Cleveland. -- 1882. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-25

*Scope and Content*

September 12th, 1882 - October 31st, 1882

AFC 20-S5-SS2 Family Papers and Local History. [1800-1950].

5cm textual records

*Scope and Content*

This sub-series consists of research on local history and families collected by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F1 Memoirs of Peter John Alison. -- 1833-185?. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F2 William Adair Reminiscences. -- 1937. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F3 The Robert Addison Family Memoirs. -- 1792-1829. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F4 Extracts from the Diary of Richard J. Bainard. -- 1834-[1859]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F5 Birdsall History by Samuel Birdsall. -- [1862]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F6 Bullen Family Register. -- 1804-1928; 1945. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F7 Scrapbook of Nursing Sister Agnes Davis - Collected by Edwin Seaborn. -- 1915-1943. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F8 Memoirs of Richard Jones Evans. -- 1813-1868. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-7

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F9 Letters written to Mr. Bentinck Harding. -- 1834-1871. -- Textual Records. -- Box Number AFC 20-7
AFC 20-S5-SS2-F30 Minute Book of the London Collegiate (later Hellmuth Boys College). -- 1866-1937. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F31 Union and Albuna Schools. -- [1945-1947]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F32 Congregations in London Presbytery. -- 1816-1922. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F33 Talbot Street Baptist Church. -- 1821-1903; [1936]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F34 Vanneck Church . -- 1812-1935; [1936]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F35 Village and Township of Adelaide. -- 1829-1922; [1941]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F36 West Adelaide Church Session Book. -- 1856-1901; 1943. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-10

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F37 Account of the Rebellion of 1885 by H. Bapty, 7th Fusiliers, London, Ontario . -- 1885-1939. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F38 The Riel Rebellion in 1885 by living members of the 7th fusiliers, London, Ontario. -- 1885-1942. -- Textual record and photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F39 Sam Shed's Photographs and Postcards. -- 1951. -- Textual record and photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F40 John Lauder's Edison Papers. -- 1940-[1943]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS2-F41 Original Scrapbook of Charles Lilley - Manor and Post Master of London East. -- 1833-1927. -- 1 Volume, Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-12

AFC 20-S5-SS3 Historical Research.

[1830-1960].

5cm textual records

Scope and Content

This sub-series consists of research and historical papers collected by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F1 St. Matthew's Anglican Church, London East, Deeds and Indentures. -- 1878-1896. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F2 Journal Articles. -- 1880; 1952. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F3 Early British History . -- [1904]. -- 1 volume, Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F4 Newspaper Clippings. -- 1935-1965. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F5 Newspaper Clippings about Diary of Judge William Elliot . -- 1950-1951. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F6 Historical Articles collected by Edwin Seaborn . -- 1880-1947. -- Three volumes, Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-4
AFC 20-S5-SS3-F7 "Where to seek Historical Data" by Edwin Seaborn. -- [1950]. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F8 Historical Data Source Book. -- [1936-1949]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F9 The Value of Diaries by Edwin Seaborn. -- 1943. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-5

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F10 Seaborn Materials - Copies of papers of Historical and Medical nature in French and English - Volume One. -- 1819-1950. -- One volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-8

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F11 Seaborn Materials - Copies of papers of Historical and Medical nature in French and English - Volume Two. -- [1910]-1946. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F12 Seaborn Materials - Copies of papers of Historical and Medical nature in French and English - Volume Three. -- [1938]-1945. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F13 Index of Doctors. -- [1951]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F14 Index of Hospitals and Stewards of City Hospitals. -- [1951]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F15 Address delivered on the occasion of the first anniversary of the London Mechanics Institute, January 10th, 1842 by James B. Brown. -- 1842. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-9

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F16 Index to London City Council minutes, cholera epidemic, Board of Health, W.G. Philips material, Aldborough Settlers, and Indian and French Medicine. -- [1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F17 Index to Sumner Diary, Founding of Adelaide, Indian Medicine Songs, Webster Diary, Whitehouse notes, Historical Society Notes and James Westland Diaries. -- [1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F18 Index to Medical History. -- [1951]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F19 Edwin Seaborn Reminiscences - The Value to Historians by Elma Gray. -- 1951. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F20 Edwin Seaborn Reminiscences - Part Two - Page 737-872. -- 1951. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-11


AFC 20-S5-SS3-F22 Early Days in Moore Township by Robert Fleck. -- [193?]. -- Textual Document. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

Scope and Content
Includes the Canadian Churchman, the history of the Old Sutherland Church, Trinity Church Moore and history of the Parish of Corunna.

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F23 Memories of the Froome Talfourd. -- [1930]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

Scope and Content
Includes Talfourd the artist of the Brownings, the late Froome Talfourd, family reminiscences of Sutherland Johnston.

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F24 Index - St. Clair River. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F25 London and Middlesex Historical Society - "List of persons who might furnish historical information". -- [1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F26 Listing of Edwin Seaborn Materials. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F27 Information concerning Big Bear, Poundmaner and Crowfoot. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F28 Miscellaneous [Pamphlets]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F29 Edwin Seaborn's research notes about Seaborn family. -- 1930-1950. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-27

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F30 John Simpson - Personal Correspondence. -- 1879-1888. -- Textual Records. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F31 John Simpson - Business Correspondence. -- 1879-1884. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F32 Research of Moose Jaw by Edwin Seaborn. -- 1911-1915. -- 1 volume and textual records. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F33 Records of the office of Seaborn, Taylor, Pope and Quick. -- 1912-1917. -- Textual Records. -- Box Number AFC 20-3

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F34 Copy of speech by St. Regis Indians to Lt. Governor Hunter. -- 1800. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-27

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F35 The Ontario Historical Society Annual Meeting. -- 1952. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F36 Pevensey Parish Church. -- [1920]. -- Two volumes, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F37 Biographies of the Doctors of Middlesex County - Questionnaire. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-4

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F38 Historical Papers [London and Middlesex Historical Society]. -- Textual Records. -- Box Number AFC 20-11

AFC 20-S5-SS3-F39 The Early Days of the Wesleyan Scholar's Guide, April 1858. -- 1858. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-25

AFC 20-S5-SS4 Richard Maurice Bucke. [1850-1978].
5cm textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of Edwin Seaborn's research on the life of Richard Maurice Bucke and includes copies of the manuscript "Life of Richard Maurice Bucke" written by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F1 Life of Richard Maurice Bucke, Volume I. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-20

Page 13 of 80


**Scope and Content**
Missing page 131-184.


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F32 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume V, p 564-629. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F33 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume V, p 630-715. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F34 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume V, p 716-786. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-22


Page 15 of 80

Scope and Content
Missing Volume VI, page 846-893

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F37 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume VII, p 942-1002. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F38 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume VII, p 1003-1053. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F41 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume VIII, p 1166-1226. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F42 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume IX, p 1227-1278. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F43 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume IX, p 1279-1319. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F44 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume IX, p 1320-1360. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F46 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume X, p 1447-1471. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

Scope and Content
Missing page 1417-1446

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F47 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume X, p 1472-1517. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F49 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XI, p 1577-1625. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

Page 16 of 80
AFC 20-S5-SS4-F50 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XI, p 1626-1674. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F51 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XI, p 1675-1721. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F52 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XII, p 1721-1743. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F53 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XII, p 1744-1769. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F54 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XIII, p 1770-1838. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F59 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XV, p 2048-2120. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F60 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XV, p 2121-2185. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F61 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XV, p 2186-2247. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23


Scope and Content
Missing Volume XVI (page 2248-2498)

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F63 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes, Edwin Seaborn's Source Material, Volume XVII, p 2560-2617. -- [1900-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23
AFC 20-S5-SS4-F79 Index to Edwin Seaborn's Source Material on Richard Maurice Bucke (A-D). -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F80 Index to Edwin Seaborn's Source Material on Richard Maurice Bucke (E-N). -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F81 Index to Edwin Seaborn's Source Material on Richard Maurice Bucke (O-Z). -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F82 [Content of Richard Maurice Bucke Volumes]. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-23


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F84 Life of Richard Maurice Bucke by Edwin Seaborn - Volume Two. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-25


AFC 20-S5-SS4-F87 [Research Notes]. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-25

Scope and Content
Three small binders containing research notes about Edwin Seaborn's "Life of Richard Maurice Bucke"

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F88 Receipts of Shipments to Whitman Museum. -- 1950. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F89 Literary Pamphlets: Bucke and Whitman. -- [1900-1930]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F90 Parts of "Man's Moral Nature". -- [1900-1930]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F91 Index of "Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke in 21 Volumes". -- 1935-1951. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F92 Letters: Bucke to Forman, pg. 1-193. -- 1878-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F93 Letters: Bucke to Forman, pg. 194-443. -- 1878-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F94 Corrections to Letters: Bucke to Forman. -- [1930]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F95 Research Notes about Bucke Family by Edwin Seaborn. -- [1900-1930]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S5-SS4-F96 "Dr. R.M. Bucke, a catalogue to the exhibition". -- [1950]. -- Textual record. Five Copies. -- Box Number AFC 20-27

AFC 20-S6 Correspondence.
1896-1951.
4 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of the correspondence of Edwin and Ina Matilda Seaborn. Included are personal correspondence, flyers and catalogues.

AFC 20-S6-SS1 Correspondence to Edwin Seaborn.
[1900-1951].
5 cm textual record

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of correspondence sent to Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F1 Index - Letters Received. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F2 Letters Received - Universities - Volume I, Page 1-90. -- [1939-1945]. - 
- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F3 Letters Received - Archives and Libraries, Volume II, Page 91-237. -- 
[1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F4 Letters Received - H to L, Page 238-296. -- [1930-1940]. -- Textual 
record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F5 Letters Received - M to P, Page 297-400. -- Textual record . -- Box 
Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F6 Letters Received - R to S, Page 401-520. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual 
record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F7 Letters Received - T to Z, Page 521-676. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual 
record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F8 Letters Received - A to C, Page 677-796. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual 
record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F9 Letters Received - Page 797-911. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F10 Letters Received - Page 912-1067. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F11 Letters Received - Page 1068-1206. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F12 Letters Received - Page 1207-1351. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F13 Letters Received - Page 1352-1492. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F14 Letters Received - Page 1492-1621. -- [1930-1945]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F15 Letters Received - Page 1622-1744. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F16 Letters Received - Page 1745-1855. -- 1940-1951. -- Textual record . -- 
Box Number AFC 20-19
AFC 20-S6-SS1-F17 Correspondence [about historical research]. -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F18 Letter from K.P.R. Neville to Edwin Seaborn. -- 1938. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S6-SS1-F19 Correspondence from M. Buxton Forman to Edwin Seaborn [concerning Bucke]. -- 1940-1951. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S6-SS2 Correspondence from Edwin Seaborn .
[1900-1951].
5cm textual record
Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of correspondence sent from Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S6-SS2-F1 Letters Sent - Index . -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-19
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F2 Letters Sent - Archives and Libraries . -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F3 Letters Sent - Universities . -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F4 Outgoing Letters - A to E. -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F5 Outgoing Letters - F to K. -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F6 Outgoing Letters - L to M . -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F7 Outgoing Letters - N to S. -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21
AFC 20-S6-SS2-F8 Outgoing Letters - T to Z . -- [1930-1951]. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-21

AFC 20-S6-SS3 Correspondence - Miscellaneous .
[1900-1951].
5cm textual record
Scope and Content
This sub-series contains correspondence written and received by members of the Seaborn family.

AFC 20-S6-SS3-F1 Seaborn Family - Correspondence. -- [1930-1950]. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S6-SS3-F2 Seaborn Family - Correspondence . -- 1872, 1919-1957. -- Textual record . -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7 Personal Records.
1883-1951.
10 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of the personal records of Edwin Seaborn. Included are a diary, scrapbooks, land speculation ledger, marriage certificate, Edwin Seaborn's graduation gown, invitations, concert programmes, school report, a book, and newspaper clippings.

AFC 20-S7-F1 Diary of Edwin Seaborn. -- 1943. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F2 Scrapbook [Local History, Medical History and Edwin Seaborn's Medical Career]. -- 1936-1951. -- 1 Volume, textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-14
AFC 20-S7-F3 Land Speculation Ledger. -- 1910-1919. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F4 Marriage Certificate of Edwin Seaborn and Ina Matilda (Bucke) Seaborn. -- 1904. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F5 Seaborn Family - Invitations. -- 1904-1951. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F6 Programmes. -- [1922-1924]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F7 School Report and Tag Pouch of Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- 1915-1923. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F8 Newspaper Clippings. -- 1921-1965. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F9 Obituaries of Edwin Seaborn - Newspaper Clippings. -- 1951. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F10 Certificate for Chancellor, October 1st, 1938, Edwin Seaborn. -- 1938. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30
AFC 20-S7-F12 Edwin Seaborn's Graduation Gown and Cap. -- Object. -- Box Number AFC 20-29
AFC 20-S7-F14 Certificate of Recognition for Dr. Edwin Seaborn, City Council, London. -- 1948. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-30
AFC 20-S7-F15 Automobile Purchase: Correspondence and Carriage Catalogues. -- 1902-1903. -- Textual Document. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F16 Land Speculation of Edwin Seaborn's Property in London, Ontario. -- 1914-1918. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F17 Cyclists Record and Road Guide. -- 1901. -- 1 volume, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-3
AFC 20-S7-F18 Scrapbook [Personal Records and Correspondence of Edwin Seaborn]. -- 1930-1950. -- 1 volume, textual record. -- Box Number AFC 20-15
AFC 20-16
AFC 20-S8 Photographs.
[1879-1945].
1,679 photographs, 465 Negatives, 263 Postcards, 8 Textual Records, 1 painting, 2 envelopes, 76 Glass Lantern Slides

Scope and Content
This series contains 1,679 photographs, 465 negatives, 263 postcards, 76 glass lantern slides, 8 textual records, 2 envelopes and 1 painting. Series consists of photographs of family, friends, the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, family vacations, historical figures, postcards of London, Ontario, England, France and Quebec.

AFC 20-S8-F1 Photograph Inventory Index, Volume I to VIII. -- [1879-1945]. -- Textual Record. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains an index for Edwin Seaborn's photographs created by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 20-S8-F2 File 2 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #13-#211. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 33 photographs and 9 negatives of the life of Edwin Seaborn and local historical research.

AFC 20-S8-F2-I1 William Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I2 Dr. Chas. E. Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I3 Dr. J.J. Lancaster. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I4 Photograph of Rev. W.M. Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I5 Richard Maurice Bucke. -- [1895]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I6 Portrait of Richard Maurice Bucke. -- [1870-1875]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I7 Edwin Seaborn. -- 1877. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I8 Edwin Seaborn. -- 1902. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I9 Edwin Seaborn. -- 1890. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I10 Richard Maurice Bucke. -- 1895. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I11 Edwin Seaborn. -- [1948]. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I12 Alice Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I13 Mrs. Aquile (Rondeau) Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I14 George Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I15 Anna Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I16 Alice Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F2-I17 Rev. W.M. Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I18 Richard Maurice Bucke. -- [1900]. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I19 Edwin Seaborn. -- [1940]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I20 [Judge] Hughes. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I21 Georgetown Academy. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I22 Ancient Log House near Huron Street, the Last Log House in London. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I23 Chisholm Store. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I24 Toll Gate, Asylum Road. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I25 Butler's Rangers. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I26 Toll Gate, Asylum Road, Mrs. R. Trout. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I27 Dr. Winfrid York. -- [1839]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I28 Thomas Ingersoll. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I29 Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Hackstaff, Rochester N.Y. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F2-I30 Dundas Street, London, Ontario. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3 File 3 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #212-#216. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 12 photographs, 14 negatives and 1 postcard of local residences and buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F3-I1 David Scott's House. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I2 John Street. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I3 Scraping the streets in London. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I4 Dr. Porter and the Disaster of the Victoria. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I5 Kilworth Water Wheel. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I6 Campbell Family. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I7 The Kilns, CN Rectory and Hamilton Road, Alex Ferguson. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F3-I8 The Old Victoria. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I9 Laura Secord's Sister, Mrs. William Carroll (Appylona) Ingersoll. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I10 Residence of Laura Secord. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I11 The Proudfoot Place. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F3-I12 Four Unidentified Houses. -- Four negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4 File 4 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #217-#221. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 24 photographs and 10 negatives of Edwin Seaborn and others.

AFC 20-S8-F4-I1 The Old McCornick Place. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I2 Brick Yards, Adelaide Street North. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I3 Brick Yards, Adelaide Street North. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I4 Sylvia Hill and Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I5 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Edwin Seaborn in his graduation gown

AFC 20-S8-F4-I6 [Scissor Cut Out Viscountess Hoswick]. -- Two portraits. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I7 William Nicholls Postman. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I8 Hop Kiln. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I9 Alex Ferguson, Hamilton Road and Rectory Street [London]. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I10 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I11 Sylvia Hill, Mrs. Geo Hill and Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I12 Miss Ella Lewis' Garden, St. Thomas. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I13 Old Anglican Church, Post Ryerse. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F4-I14 Mrs. Geo Hill, Sylvia Hill and Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F5 File 5 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #222-#226. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 20 photographs, 8 negatives and 1 postcard of Edwin Seaborn and others.

AFC 20-S8-F5-I1 William Adair, Charcoal Burning. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I2 Frank Dunn, Stanley Street. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I3 Sylvia Hill and Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I4 Mrs. Geo (Pearl) Hill. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I5 Seaborn Residence. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
469 Clarence Street, taken before the erection of the Bell Telephone building

AFC 20-S8-F5-I6 William Howie. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I7 Edwin Seaborn [Graduation Gown], Mrs. Leslie Gray. -- Three photographs

AFC 20-S8-F5-I8 The White House, North West Corner of Dundas and Waterloo Street, London. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I9 Barbara McKenzie. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I10 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I11 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I12 Mrs. (Melville) Stanfield; Reg Stanfield. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I13 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I14 B. Stanfield and Hugh Miller. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I15 Children of [Kitten] (Stanfield) Miller, Vancouver, Carmine and Hugh Miller. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I16 Old House, South East Corner, Waterloo and Simcoe Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I17 Mrs. Geo St. Clair. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F5-I18 John Adair, Jed Adair, Mrs. Jed Adair and Children. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6 File 6 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #227-#231. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 8 photographs and 15 negatives of local citizens and buildings

AFC 20-S8-F6-I1 London West. -- [1885]. -- Two photographs and six negatives
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AFC 20-S8-F6-I2 The Hammond House. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I3 The Welch Church. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I4 The George McNeill Terrace. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I5 Pearces, Tyrconnel. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I6 Dr. George Whitehouse and Mary Coleman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I7 Unidentified Boy. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I8 Dr. Thomas Glashan, Cemetery. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I9 Rev. G.N. Hayen, Port Ryerse. -- One photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I10 St. George's Church. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F6-I11 Unidentified Church. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7 File 7- Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #232-#236. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 10 photographs and 7 negatives of local citizens and buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F7-I1 The Nichoe Barn, Westminister. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I2 Unidentified Woman. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I3 Medical School, Dissecting Room. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Dr. Dave Arnott; Dr. Baker; Dr. Archie Becher; Dr. John M. Brown; Dr. Sam Byers; Dr. Frank Campbell; Cannon-Janitor; Dr. G. L. Clarke; Dr. Clay; Dr. Chas. Cowan; Dr. Creighton; Dr. Cronyn; Dr. Jas. Dundas; Dr. Eakins; Wm. Bob Elliott; Wm. Chas. Elliott; Dr. J. Ferguson; Dr. J. Kingsmill; Dr. Bob Kippen; Dr. M. McGrady; Dr. Geo. McGuffin; Dr. McKechnie; Dr. Piggott; Dr. Ramsay; Dr. Tom Ryan; Dr. Geo, Seaborn; Dr. Bob Thompson; Dr. E. L. Williams - Medical School, Dissecting Room

AFC 20-S8-F7-I4 Medical School, Dissecting Room. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Dr. Dave Arnott; Dr. John M. Brown; Dr. Ben Bryant; Dr. Sam Byers; Dr. Frank Campbell; Freddie Cannon, Janitor; Dr. G. L. Clarke; Dr.Clay; Dr. Chas. Cowan; Dr. E. Creighton; Dr. F. Eakins; Dr. C. Elliott; Dr. Hodgson; Dr. Hopper; Dr. Bob Kippen; Dr. Sam McEvery; Dr. McKechnie; Dr. C. H. McLean; Dr. Chas. New; Dr. Partridge; Dr. Tom Ryan; Dr. Geo. Seaborn; Dr. Skinner; Dr. Walters; Dr. E. L. Williams; Dr. Hadley Williams - Medical School, Dissecting Room

AFC 20-S8-F7-I5 Old Sheriff Caroll's Wife, "Aunt Jane". -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F7-I6 Susan A. Platt. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I7 T.G. Merideth House. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I8 Dr. William Johnson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I9 Mr. Platt. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F7-I10 Squire James Ingersoll. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8 File 8 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #237-#241. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 16 photographs and 12 negatives of local citizens and buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F8-I1 Unidentified Lady. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I2 Unidentified Man. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I3 Dr. Hiram V. Gilbert. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I4 Dr. E. Seaborn's First Office, Dundas Street East. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I5 City Hall Disaster, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I6 Two Unidentified Children. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I7 Unidentified House. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I8 Five Platt Brothers; William, John, Edward, Samuel and Fred Platt. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I9 Queen's Victoria Jubilee, London, Ontario, 1887. -- 1887. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I10 Unidentified Man. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I11 Unidentified House. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I12 Frank Cornish, Ned Merideth, Mr. Toten, Chief Wigmore. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I13 Chief Wigmore, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I14 "Freedom" by Oliver Skelton. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F8-I15 William Thomas Livermore. -- [1869]. -- One photograph
AFC 20-S8-F8-I16 White Hotel, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9 File 9 - Various Photographs, Volume IV. -- Photographs #242-#246. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 8 photographs, 9 negatives and 1 newspaper clipping of Edwin Seaborn and others.

AFC 20-S8-F9-I1 Agnes Fairgreen. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I2 Edwin Seaborn in Oldsmobile. -- [1902]. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I3 George Bucke. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I4 London Asylum Cast for Play. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
London Asylum Cast for play (Asylum doctors, staff, superintendent's children, 8 c.). Includes: A. Beemer, Mr. Duval. Bat Pope, D. Burgess, Miss Pope, D.N. Beemer and D. Sippi

AFC 20-S8-F9-I5 Dr. Michael Buck. -- One newspaper clipping. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I6 Unidentified Man and Woman. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I7 Stanley Dale's Charcoal Drawing of Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I8 Edwin Seaborn [in Tober Mory]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I9 Bob Thompson and Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I10 Dr. E. Seaborn's Original Office (Pottersburg, London Junction). -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I11 Medical School, York and Waterloo Street. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F9-I12 Dr. Hugh A. McCallum. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F10 File 10 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #247-#249. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 5 photographs and 6 negatives of local citizens and buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F10-I1 John Irwin's Home. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F10-I2 Two Unidentified Negatives. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F10-I3 Col. L. A. Norton. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F10-I4 Sydeny LeSueur. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Mr. and Mrs. Denfield. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F10-I6 Collegiate Institute, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11 File 11 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #252-#296. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 52 photographs and 25 negatives of local citizens and buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F11-I1 Arthur Percy Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I2 Dr. John A Stevenson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I3 Medical School, Dissecting Room. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I4 Rev. W.M. Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I5 Miss Nellie Gunn. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I6 Miss Annie Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I7 Old Grave Yard at Carlisle. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I8 Store in Carlisle. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I9 Shipley Mill Dam, Carlisle. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I10 Burwell Memorial Church Window. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I11 Negro Church in London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I12 Margaret and Robert Waugh. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I13 Jane Evans, Isabella (Evans) Hoff. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I14 Captain Hallman’s Grave in France. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I15 Dr. Edwin Seaborn’s First Office. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I16 Julia C. Grant, Mrs. Stephen Grant and William. -- One photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I17 Bishop Seager and his father in the Bishop’s Garden. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I18 Stephen Grant. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I19 Spettigue House. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I20 Dr. Charles Smith Moore. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I21 Sydeny LeSueur. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I22 Mrs. (Laura) LeSueur. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I23 The Irwin Homestead. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I24 Hon. T. Radcliffe. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I25 Dr. John A Stevenson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I26 Peter Franks. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I27 Joseph W. Franks. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I28 Joseph W. Franks. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I29 Wilberforce Settlers (Graves in Lucan). -- Two photographs and three negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I30 Carlisle. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I31 Carlisle United Church. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I32 Geo Humble (Carlisle). -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I33 Wm. Kingsworth. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I34 Union School, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I35 7th Battalion, 1st Dominion Day. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I36 Port Dover. -- Three Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I37 J. Miller, Edwin Seaborn, Mrs. Miller, Ina Seaborn and Elma Gray [at Port Dover]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I38 Elma Gray. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I39 Port Dover, house of Peter Culver. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I40 St. Matthew's Choir. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I41 Marion Reynolds. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I42 Bob Woods. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I43 Marie Hunt. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F11-I44 Group Photo at Calais. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I45 [Stephen Maria] Reynolds. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I46 Mrs. Carrie (Beach) Kellogg. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I47 Dr. Robert Wood. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F11-I48 Aviero, Portugal. -- Four photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12 File 12 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #297-#301. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 18 photographs of local people and places and 7 postcards of Rawdon, Quebec.

AFC 20-S8-F12-I1 Mary Fraser, Kaffir Pianos. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I2 Indians in New Mexico. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I3 Robert Steven. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I4 A Sod Home in Saskatchewan. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I5 New Mexico. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I6 Navajo Selling Blanket (New Mexico). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I7 Louie LeGray. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I8 Hotel Maple, Weyerhauser, Wisconsin. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I9 A Sod Home in Saskatchewan. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I10 Louis Le Garry. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I11 Manchester Falls, Christ Church (Church of England) and Rawdon Lake. -- Three Postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I12 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Three photographs and two postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F12-I13 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Five photographs and two postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F13 File 13 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #302-#306. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs and 7 postcards of Rawdon, Quebec (where Edwin Seaborn grew up).

AFC 20-S8-F13-I1 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Three photographs and two postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F13-I2 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Four photographs and two postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

**Scope and Content**
Includes photographs of Red River and Darwin Falls, Rawdon, Quebec

AFC 20-S8-F13-I3 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Three photographs and one postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F13-I4 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Two photographs and two postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

**Scope and Content**
Includes Church at Rawdon

AFC 20-S8-F13-I5 Rondeau House, St. Elizabeth, Rawdon, Quebec [Burial site of Elise (Seaborn) Rondeau]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F13-I6 Malcolm Rondeau (son of Vernie Rondeau). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14 File 14 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #307-#315. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

**Scope and Content**
This file contains 30 photographs and 3 postcards of members of Seaborn's family and local buildings.

AFC 20-S8-F14-I1 Rawdon, Quebec. -- Three postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I2 Vernie Rondeau, D. Brown and Unidentified Man. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I3 Vernie Rondeau. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I4 Ina Matilda Seaborn (before marriage). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I5 Ina Matilda Seaborn (age 16). -- 1893. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I6 Clare Pope and Ina Matilda Seaborn (before marriages). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I7 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn and Mrs. Ina Matilda Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I8 Rev. William Minter Rolfe Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I9 Mrs. Alfred J. Gurd, Dell Gurd, Kathleen Gurd, Jessie Gurd, A.J. Gurd and Marion Gurd. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I10 Maizie Gurd. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I11 Alice Seaborn. -- 1901. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I12 Alice Seaborn and Elsie Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I13 Dr. George Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F14-I14 John, Mary and Llewellyn Cronyn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I15 Rev. W.M. Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I16 Dr. Bev Bayly. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
500 Quebec Street, London, Ontario

AFC 20-S8-F14-I17 Bev Bayly Jr. "Pat". -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I18 Dr. Bev Bayly. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I19 Alice Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I20 Captain Benjamin Bayly. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I21 Benjamin Bayly Jr. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I22 Captain Bev Bayly and Bev Bayly Jr. in England. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F14-I23 Alice (Seaborn) Bayly in Moosejaw. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15 File 15 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #316-#321. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 10 photographs of Edwin Seaborn and others.

AFC 20-S8-F15-I1 Bev Bayly Jr. "Pat". -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I2 Edwin, Geo, Gerald, Vivian and Walter Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I3 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I4 Edwin Seaborn [in academic regalia]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I5 Edwin Seaborn [with bike]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I6 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F15-I7 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16 File 16 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #322-#328. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs of the Seaborn family.

AFC 20-S8-F16-I1 Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I2 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn in Garden, June 1911. -- 1911. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I3 Ruth Barker, Ina Matilda Seaborn and Edwin Seaborn [in snowshoes]. -- 1906. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F16-I4 Dr. Edwin Seaborn and Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- 1911. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I5 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn At 688 Dundas Street, London. -- 1910. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I6 Edwin Seaborn and Ina J.H. Seaborn . -- 1909. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I7 Ina J.H. Seaborn . -- 1910. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I8 Perren Seaborn at Port Franks . -- 1908. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I9 Garden, 688 Dundas Street, Marion Pope . -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I10 Dr. Seaborn, Mrs. Seaborn, Ethel Fox, Minnie Fox, Miss Minnie Raymond, Patti McLaren at Port Stanley. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I11 Ina Matilda Seaborn, Mrs. Seaborn and Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- 1916. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I12 Mrs. Richard Maurice Bucke. -- 1910. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I13 Ina Matilda Seaborn, Mrs. R.M. Bucke and Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- 1916. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I14 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn, 688 Dundas Street, London, August 9th, 1910. -- 1910. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F16-I15 Mrs. Richard Maurice Bucke and Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn in Garden, 688 Dundas Street, London. -- 1911. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17 File 17- Various Photographs, Volume VI . -- Photographs #329-#336. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 21 photographs and 1 negative of Edwin Seaborn and members of the Seaborn Family.

AFC 20-S8-F17-I1 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn and Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I2 Edwin Seaborn, Mrs. Edwin Seaborn and Pattie McLaren .-- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I3 Ron Seaborn .-- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I4 "Seaborn Boys" .-- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I5 Edwin Seaborn .-- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I6 Edwin Seaborn [with bike].-- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I7 Edwin Seaborn .-- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I8 Maggie Seaborn .-- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F17-I9 Ina Seaborn and Marion Pope. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I10 Edwin and Mrs. Seaborn. -- 1904. -- One negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I11 Beatrice Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I12 Geo Seaborn, Edwin Seaborn and Fred Hardy . -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I13 Geo Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I14 Mrs. W.M. Seaborn, Ina M. Seaborn, Ina J.H. Seaborn, Dr. Edwin Seaborn and Bea Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I15 Perren Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I16 Seaborn Residence, 469 Clarence Street, London . -- One photograph/postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I17 Beatrice Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I18 Hester Seaborn. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F17-I19 Pat Bayly, Ron Seaborn and Perren Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18 File 18 - Various Photographs, Volume VI . -- Photographs #337-#341. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 13 photographs and 3 postcards of members of the Seaborn Family and others.

AFC 20-S8-F18-I1 Hester Seaborn . -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I2 Rondeau Seaborn . -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I3 George Seaborn and Edwin Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I4 Walker, Trevour, Rondeau, Hester and George Seaborn at Moosejaw. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I5 Claire (Bucke) Pope, Hester Seaborn, Edwin Seaborn, Henry Pope and Harold Pope, at Moosejaw . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I6 Hester Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I7 Sydney, Nova Scotia. -- Three postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I8 A.V. Seaborn . -- Three photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F18-I9 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn in Vivian Seaborn's Tent, Sauble Beach. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19 File 19 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #342-#351. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 32 photographs, 4 negatives and 1 postcard of members of the Seaborn Family at Sauble Beach.
AFC 20-S8-F19-I11 Sauble Beach. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I12 A.V. Seaborn, [Oscar] Cunningham, Bea Seaborn, Edwin Seaborn, Anna Seaborn and Miss Gillian. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I13 Seaborn's Cottage at Sauble Beach. -- 1909. -- Five photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I14 Sauble Beach . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I15 Boat on River, Sauble Beach . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I16 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I17 Bell's Farm, Sauble Beach . -- 1917. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Includes Mrs. T.J. Murphy, Mary Murphy, Cyrie Murphy, Bernadette Murphy, Ina J.H. Seaborn, Eugene Murphy, Mrs. E. Seaborn, Kenneth Cook, Beatrice Seaborn, Leona Murphy, Norma Murphy and Col. T.J. Murphy

AFC 20-S8-F19-I18 John Moss helping Granddaddy [Edwin Seaborn]. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I19 Woodwork [by Edwin Seaborn]. -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I20 Dr. Duncan, Ina J.H. Seaborn, Ina Matilda Seaborn, Madeline Scott, Vivian Seaborn and Irene [Warner] at Sauble River. -- 1917. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I21 Sauble River . -- One postcard . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I22 Wood Panel, Sauble Cottage . -- Two photographs and two negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I23 South Shore, Sauble Beach, [Mr. Geo Eldridge]. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I24 Waverly House, Port Franks . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I25 Leslie Clarke, Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn at Sauble Beach. -- 1909. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I26 At Port Franks, Camping Holiday . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I27 Port Franks, Mrs. Mel Stanfield . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I28 At Port Franks, Arthur Vivian Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I29 Up Mud Creek, Port Franks . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I30 Oscar Cunningham, Edwin Seaborn, Mrs. Patterson, Rev. W. Holmes, Fredy Hardy, Camp, Port Franks. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F19-I21 John Doherty, Mrs. Patterson, Oscar Cunningham, A.V. Seaborn, Katie Stanfield, Stanley Dale and others. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I22 Oscar Cunningham, Katie Stanfield, John Doherty, Bill H., Fred Hardy, Mrs. Patterson (and other unidentified members). -- 1918. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F19-I23 At Port Franks. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20 File 20- Various Photographs, Volume VI . -- Photographs #352-#356. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 10 photographs of members of the Seaborn Family at Port Franks.

AFC 20-S8-F20-I1 Port Franks. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I2 Fred Hardy . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I3 Mr. Cheeseborough, Mrs. (Cheeseborough) Hardy and Fred Hardy . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I4 Elizabeth Cheeseborough. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I5 Group Photo at Port Franks . -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I6 Port Franks . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I7 "Our Cottage at Port Franks" . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F20-I8 Campsite, Port Franks . -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21 File 21 - Various Photographs, Volume VI . -- Photographs #357-#361. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs and 1 postcard of the Seaborn family travels.

AFC 20-S8-F21-I1 Camp at Port Franks. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I2 Group Photograph, Camp Site, Port Franks . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Includes Oscar Cunningham, Edwin Seaborn, Reg Stanfield and others

AFC 20-S8-F21-I3 Up Mud Creek . -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I4 Grain Roller, Maillezais, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I5 Town Hall, Maillezais, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923 . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I6 Town Pump, Dr. Edwin Seaborn in Maillezais, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923 . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I7 Church, Maillezais, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F21-I8 Street in Maillezais, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I9 The farmer, his wife, Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn and Dr. Edwin Seaborn at the ruins of the Abbey, August 30th, 1923. -- 1923. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I10 Between Maillezais and Velliure, August 31st, 1923. -- 1923. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I11 Passport Picture of Ina Matilda Seaborn and Edwin Seaborn, in Paris, 1923. -- 1923. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I12 De Walden Court, Eastbourne. -- 1932. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I13 Edwin Seaborn and Major Gordon Cooper, Vimy Ridge, 1919. -- 1919. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F21-I14 Louis Le Garry and Edwin Seaborn at Willow Bunch, Saskatoon. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22 File 22 - Various Photographs, Volume VI. -- Photographs #362-#365. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 13 photographs, 1 negative and 1 postcard of members of the Seaborn Family and others.

AFC 20-S8-F22-I1 Dr. Edwin Seaborn's First Office, Pottersburg, 1895. -- 1895. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I2 Rev. W.M. Seaborn in Garden, 500 Queen Street [London]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I3 Rev. W.M. Seaborn [at desk]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I4 J. Carrie, Log House, Ballymote. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I5 Walter Seaborn and Edwin Seaborn at Montach, near Moosejaw. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I6 Hindoos, Vancouver. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I7 Rawdon, Quebec. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I8 Bob Thompson and Daughter, Sauble Beach. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I9 "On the Prairies". -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I10 Mrs. Edwin Seaborn and driver approaching Rawdon. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I11 Fred Hardy, Ina Matilda Seaborn, M. Hardy at Banff. -- 1911. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F22-I12 Edwin Seaborn, Stanely Dale and others. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F23 File 23 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #366-#383. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 77 photographs of members of the Seaborn family and others.

AFC 20-S8-F23-I1 Mrs. Stanfield, Mr. Standfield, Reg and Kellie Stanfield in Edwin Seaborn's Garden. -- 1907. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I2 W.J. Carrie, Mac [Donaen], Mr. Stanfield and Edwin Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I3 Edwin Seaborn. -- 1947. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I4 Mr. Glendenning, Fergus McDonald, Bev Bayly, Niel Stanfiled, Edwin Seaborn, Oscar Cunningham and Fred Hardy at Glendenning Mill [Thames]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I5 Edwin Seaborn [in Oldsmobile]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I6 Glendenning's Mill, Above Dorchester Station. -- [1900]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I7 Edwin Seaborn in Oldsmobile. -- 1902. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I8 Mel Stanfield, [Oscar] Cunningham, Edwin Seaborn, Bev Bayly and Fred Hardy at Glendenning Mill. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I9 [Osgar] Ira Cunningham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I10 Edwin Seaborn, Bill Pope and Jack Dawson. -- Four photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I11 Caroline Robb. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I12 Edith Rigsley. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I13 Dissecting Room. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I14 Edwin Seaborn and Mary Ann Moss. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I15 Edwin Seaborn and Anne Mason. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I16 Group Photograph, Mrs. (Rev) Lowe and Anne Mason. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I17 John and Billy Moss. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
Edwin Seaborn's grandchild.

AFC 20-S8-F23-I18 Zion Church, Ballymote, Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
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AFC 20-S8-F23-I19 Street, Ballymote, Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I20 Ballymote, Jim [L] and Jaft Carrie. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I21 Children of Reg Stanfield. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I22 Jessie Gurd. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I23 Kittie and Reg Stanfield. -- Ten photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I24 [Liberty Island]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I25 Pardee Bucke and others at Upper Canada College. -- [ca.1890]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I26 Dick Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I27 Marion Pope and Muriel Pope. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I28 Muriel Pope and Harold Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I29 Clara Pope, Marion McMurray, Bill Pope and Dick Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I30 Harry Pope, Marion, Bill Pope and Dick Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I31 Bill Pope, Marion McMurray, Clare Pope and Dick Pope. -- 1925. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I32 Marion (Pope) McMurray and Dick Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I33 Harold Bucke's Residence. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I34 Harry Pope, Marion (Pope) McMurray, Bill Pope and Dick Pope. -- 1925. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I35 Harry Pope, Marion (Pope) McMurray, Clare Pope and Dick Pope. -- 1925. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I36 Muriel Pope. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I37 Muriel Pope and Marion McMurray. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I38 Marion McMurray and James L. McMurray at Seattle. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I39 Muriel Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I40 Harold Pope and Muriel Pope. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I41 Harry and Clare Pope, Carlyle Beach. -- 1916. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F23-I42 [Sarges] Pope, his son Jack and Harry Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I43 Marion (Pope) McMurray, Harold Pope and Muriel Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I44 Jessie Pope, Harry Pope, Clara Pope, Ina Seaborn, Dick Pope at Thames. -- 1931. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I45 Dick Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F23-I46 Clare Pope, Carlyle Beach. -- 1916. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I47 Henry Arnott, Bessie O'Reily, Mrs. Beemer, May Fraser, Clare Bucke, Dave Arnott, Jessie Christine, E. Pope, Eddith Pope, Will Bucke, Harry Pope and Lizzie Flaws, Bandstand at Bucke Grounds. -- 1890. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I48 At Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I49 Harry Pope, Clare Pope, Edith Pope, D. Arnott, Bessie O'Riley, Geo Sippi, Connie Fraser, Ina Bucke, Will Bucke and E. Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I50 Lizzie Flaws. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F23-I51 Connie Fraser. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F23-I52 British Columbia from the Air. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I53 Harold Pope and Marion Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I54 Perren Seaborn, Harry Pope, Pat Bayly, Jack Pope and Harold Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I55 "Mother [Clare Pope], Harold and Margaret". -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F23-I56 Perren Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F23-I57 Perren Seaborn and George Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F24 File 24 - Various Photographs. -- Photographs #384- #436

Scope and Content
This file contains 345 photographs, 3 negatives and 46 postcards of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Liberty Island, members of the Seaborn Family, Walt Whitman and others.

AFC 20-S8-F24-I1 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Nineteen photographs and six postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31

Scope and Content
Postcards - Seaborn's Travels

AFC 20-S8-F24-I2 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Six photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I3 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Nine photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
AFC 20-S8-F24-I4 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Ten photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital in Calais. Includes Edwin Seaborn and W.M. Arthur

AFC 20-S8-F24-I5 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Eight photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I6 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Five photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Includes a group photograph of picnic held before departure to England in 1916.

AFC 20-S8-F24-I7 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Five photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I8 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Eleven Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I9 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I10 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Eight photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I11 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1918. -- Six photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31

AFC 20-S8-F24-I12 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Eight photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I13 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Nine photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Reverse "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I14 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Six photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I15 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Seven photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I16 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Ten photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I17 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Seven photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Includes the Ontario Military Hospital in Orpington and Dr. Walkey. Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"
AFC 20-S8-F24-I18 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Five photographs
Scope and Content
Graves at Calais, Seaborn's in England

AFC 20-S8-F24-I19 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Ten photographs
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I20 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Five photographs
Scope and Content
Reverse - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I21 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- Two photographs and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in England and Paris". Includes Belgian Hospital.

AFC 20-S8-F24-I22 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- One photograph and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Belgian Ward. Postcards - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I23 Belgian Hospital next to No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital in Calais. -- 1916-1919. -- One photograph and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I24 Belgian Hospital. -- 1916-1919. -- One photograph and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I25 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- [1923]. -- One photograph and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in England"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I26 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital occupied by civilians. -- 1923. -- Three photographs and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in Paris"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I27 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital occupied by civilians. -- 1923. -- Three photographs and 5 postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in Paris"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I28 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital occupied by civilians. -- 1923. -- Four photographs and five postcards. -- Box Number AFC 20-31
Scope and Content
Postcards - "Seaborn's in Paris"

AFC 20-S8-F24-I29 Photographs of No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Soliders,
Sisters, Various People and Postcards from Seaborn's Travels. -- [1916-1923]. -- 90 photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

AFC 20-S8-F24-I30 Ina M. Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I31 Dr. E. Pardee Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I32 Sybil and Louise Bucke, Niagara Falls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I33 Maurice Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F24-I34 Bill and Maurice Bucke, Sons of Harold Bucke at Niagara Falls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I35 Louise Bucke, Harold Bucke, Helen Bucke, Sybil Bucke, Maurice Bucke and Bill Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I36 Louise Bucke, Maurice Bucke, Sybil Bucke and Bill Bucke at Niagara Falls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I37 Helen Bucke, Maurice Bucke, Louise Bucke, Sybil Bucke and Billy Bucke at Niagara Falls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I38 "Peter Pan" [Victoria Park]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I39 Pardee Bucke, Mrs. R. M. Bucke and Robert Bucke and Bucke Home at the Asylum in London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I40 Uncle [Jempty], Marion, Bill and Clare Pope in Ireland, 1931. -- 1931. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I41 Mrs. A. M. Gurd. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I42 Ned Bucke, son of Julius Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I43 Patti Bucke, daughter of Dr. Wilson Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I44 Miss Matilda Gurd (sister of Mrs. R.M. Bucke). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I45 Harold Bucke's House, Niagara Falls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I46 William Gurd. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I47 Rob Bucke, Christmas 1895. -- 1895. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I48 Harold Bucke, 1896. -- 1896. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I49 Miss Edward Bucke, Pattie Bucke and others. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I50 Will Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I51 Arthur Gurd, brother of Mrs. R.M. Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F24-I52 William Gurd, father of Mrs. R.M. Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I53 Anna Kittermaster (Bucke) and Dougall Kittermaster. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I54 Mrs. Arthur Kittermaster. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I55 Dr. Harry Arnott; Helen Beemer; Harold Bucke; Ina Bucke; Will Bucke; Eleanor Cross; Helen Dampier; L.H. Dampier; Dougall Kittermaster; Florence & Mary Kittermaster; Will Pope - Group Photo at Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I56 Will Bucke, L.H. D., Harry Pope and Helen Daupier. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I57 Unidentified man, A. Mudge and W.A. Bucke, 1900. -- 1900. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I58 Group Photo, Winnipeg, 1898. -- 1898. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I59 Liberty Island. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I60 Group photographs, Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I61 The Murphy Picnic at Liberty Island. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I62 Liberty Island. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I63 Edwin Seaborn, Clare Pope, Billy Pope, Ina Matilda Seaborn, Dick Pope, Harold Pope, Marion Pope and Harry Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I64 Unidentified Man. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I65 Harold Bucke, Christmas 1896. -- 1896. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I66 Group Photograph with C. Niles and Will Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I67 Kathleen Kenning, Alison Bucke, Bob Bucke and Pardee Bucke, Wedding picture, 1909. -- 1909. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I68 Will Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I69 A. Beemer, Pardee Bucke, Will Bucke, Jack Newton, Rob Bucke, Cecil Palmer and other unidentified members. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I70 Canoe Battles, Liberty Island. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I71 Dr. Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I72 Harry Pope, M. Gurd, Clare Pope, Margaret Bucke, Dick Pope and Bill Pope (and other unidentified group members). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F24-I73 Geo Sippi and Joe Leggett. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I74 Liberty Island. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I75 Liberty Island [Bucke Family]. -- Five photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I76 Liberty Island. -- 1911. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I77 Helen Beemer; Arthur Beemer; Dr. Nelson Beemer; Lizzie Flaws; Mabel Gibson; Florence & Mary Kittermaster; Wm. A. Kittermaster; Dr. Richardson of Toronto. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I78 Margaret Davis; Margt Garvey; Maizie Gurd and others, group picture, Camp on Point [Beland]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I79 Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I80 A. Beemer and Pardee Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I81 Richard Gibson, Noel Gibson, Mrs. Gibson and Mabel Gibson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I82 Pardee Bucke and Arthur Beemer. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I83 Arthur Beemer, Liberty Island. -- 1912. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I84 Liberty Island. -- 1911. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I85 Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I86 Mrs. R.M. Bucke, Aybel (Crane) Davis and Marion Pope. -- 1912. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I87 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I88 Walt Whitman. -- Six photographs and one poem. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I89 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I90 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F24-I91 J.H. Johnston. -- One photograph and negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1


AFC 20-S8-F25-I3 Group at Bolton [England]. -- One photograph and negative. -- Box
Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I4 Dr. J.J Johnston. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I5 J.H. Johnston. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I6 J.W. Wallace. -- One photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I7 J.W. Wallace. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I8 W.M. Ingram and Caleb Pink. -- One photograph and negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I9 Miss Minnie Whiteside. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I10 J.W. Wallace. -- Three photographs and four negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I11 J.H. Johnson. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I12 Perry Bliss. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I13 Symonds and child. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I14 Richard Watson Gilder. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I15 W.D. O'Connor. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I16 Walt Whitman by Charles C. Hine. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I17 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I18 Edward Dowden. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F25-I19 Miss Minnie Whiteside. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26 File 26 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #451-#455. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 17 photographs and 6 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F26-I1 Dr. Isaac Hull Platt. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I2 Walt Whitman in a chair, picture from Harry Willets, Camden, N.J.. -- 1948. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I3 J.J. Jonston of Bolton, England, 1916. -- 1916. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I4 Drawing of Walt Whitman, procured by Harry Willets, Camden N.J.. -- 1948. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I5 Doreen, Beatrice, Shirley and Narnara Hazelden. -- One
photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I6 Dr. Stanley, Dr. Cave and Dr. Seaborn in Winnipeg. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I7 Drawing of Walt Whitman. -- 1888. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I8 Willows Baby. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I9 Sauble Beach. -- 1947. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I10 Winter at Sauble Beach. -- 1946-1947. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F26-I11 Winter at Sauble Beach. -- 1946-1947. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27 File 27 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #456-#460. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 19 photographs, 5 negatives and 1 postcard.

AFC 20-S8-F27-I1 Winter at Sauble Beach. -- 1946-1947. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I2 Edwin Seaborn and Mrs. Root in Canoe. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I3 Films of Richard Matthews. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I4 Tobermory "Big Tub". -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I5 Lion's Head. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I6 Woolverton, Zinc Mine. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I7 Mrs. Geo Hill, Wiarton. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I8 Tobermory Harbour, South Side. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I9 Sauble Falls, films with Mrs. Geo Hill, London. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I10 Bend of Sauble River, Sauble Beach, Ontario. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I11 Elizabeth and Bob Thompson, Sauble. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I12 Evelyn, Blacksmith Shop and Tire Setting Store. -- One photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F27-I13 Mrs. G. Thel, Edwin Seaborn and Mrs. Morley. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F28 File 28 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #461-#465. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
This file contains 4 photographs and 1 negative

AFC 20-S8-F28-I1 Evelyn Blacksmith Shop. -- One negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F28-I2 J. Scandrett, Dundas Street, London . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F28-I3 Strong's Drug Store Employees . -- One photograph and list . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F28-I4 Judge George A. Mcleod . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F28-I5 Medical School Reunion, Class 1912. -- [1947]. -- One photograph and newspaper article . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
Dr. E. C. Axford [?]; Dr. E. Bice; D. W. H. [Birks? ]; Dr. W. A. Bodkin; [Dr.?] F. R. Clegg; Dr. J. W. Crane; Dr. John Dearness; Dr. C. L. Douglas; Dr. Archie Duncan; Dr. Frank Duncan; Dr. Chas. Duncombe; Dr. A. Glenn; Dr. R. P. Hardman; Dr. C. A. Harris; Dr. R. D. Morand [?]; Dr. J. Moriarty; Dr. A. McAuley; Dr. N. F. Schram; Dr. E. Seaborn; Dr. E[?]. K. Simpson; Dr. G. E. Wagner, Medical School Reunion, Class 1912

AFC 20-S8-F29 File 29 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII . -- Photographs #466-#470. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 12 photographs and 7 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F29-I1 Dr. Wm. Woodruff . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I2 Anna Simpson . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I3 Joseph Frederick Davis . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I4 Harry Buxton Forman . -- Two Photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I5 Dr. Henry Goslick Taylor . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I6 Charles May, Amy May, Thomas May, Howard May . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I7 Walt Whitman, Long Island, N.Y. . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I8 Walt Whitman's Fork and Knife . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I9 The Long Islander, 1838-1938, Founded by Walt Whitman . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I10 Harry Willets . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F29-I11 Walt Whitman's Birth Place . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30 File 30 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII . -- Photographs #471-#475. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
This file contains 12 photographs and 8 negatives about the life of Walt Whitman.

AFC 20-S8-F30-I1 Dr. Dowling Benjamin of Camden N.J. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I2 [Street]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I3 Walt Whitman's Birthplace, West Hills, Long Island, N.Y. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I4 Walt Whitman. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I5 Walt Whitman. -- [1864]. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I6 Walt Whitman. -- 1880-1904. -- Three photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F30-I7 Painting of Walt Whitman by Clare Bucke. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31 File 31 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #476-#480. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

This file contains 24 photographs and 5 negatives about the life of Walt Whitman.

AFC 20-S8-F31-I1 Drawing of McGill Medical School. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I2 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I3 Dr. Daniel G. Brinton. -- 1899. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I4 Sir W.M. Osler. -- 1881. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I5 Dr. Alexander McAlister. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I6 Pictures of Camden, Laurel Spring and Timber Green by Leslie Gray. -- Seventeen photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I7 Charcoal Drawing of Walt Whitman. -- 1948. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F31-I8 Unidentified Woman by Tree. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32 File 32 - Various Photographs, Volume VIII. -- Photographs #481-#485. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

This file contains 17 photographs, 11 negatives and 1 postcard about the life of Walt Whitman.

AFC 20-S8-F32-I1 Library and Town Hall in Camden, N.J., photos taken by Leslie Gray. -- 1948. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I2 Timber Creek by Leslie Gray. -- One photograph. -- Box Number
AFC 20-S8-F32-I3 Dr. Bucke in his cape. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I4 Interior of Walt Whitman's House. -- Five photographs and five negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I5 Group at Bolton [England]. -- 1905. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I6 Interior of Walt Whitman's House. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I7 Walt Whitman's House. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I8 Walt Whitman's Home, Camden, N.J. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I9 Ferry Boat [Visits to Walt Whitman]. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I10 Walt Whitman [in his 60's]. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F32-I11 Walt Whitman's House. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I1 George Whitman's Home in Camden. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I2 Walt Whitman's Room. -- 1890. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I3 Mary O'Davis. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I4 Copy of letter to Mr J W Wallace of Bolton England about death of Maurice A Bucke, Dec 8th, 1899. -- 1899. -- Copy of letter and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I5 Whitman's Canary Cup and Saucer. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I6 Two portraits [Whitman and Bucke]. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I7 Walt Whitman, Brooklyn Daily News, July 12th, 1936. -- 1936. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I8 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Romaine Elliot on Asylum Grounds, London, Canada, September 29th 1899. -- 1899. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F34-I1 George Whitman's Home in Camden. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 8 photographs and 6 negatives about the life of Walt Whitman and R.M. Bucke.

AFC 20-S8-F33-I1 George Whitman's Home in Camden. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I2 Walt Whitman's Room. -- 1890. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I3 Mary O'Davis. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I4 Copy of letter to Mr J W Wallace of Bolton England about death of Maurice A Bucke, Dec 8th, 1899. -- 1899. -- Copy of letter and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I5 Whitman's Canary Cup and Saucer. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I6 Two portraits [Whitman and Bucke]. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I7 Walt Whitman, Brooklyn Daily News, July 12th, 1936. -- 1936. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F33-I8 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Romaine Elliot on Asylum Grounds, London, Canada, September 29th 1899. -- 1899. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F34-I1 George Whitman's Home in Camden. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 7 photographs and 2 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F34-I1 St. Luke's Church. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I2 Mary Ann and Danny, "Wooly Dog". -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I3 The Parkinson, 1st Concession. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I4 Garage made from the original timbers of St. Matthew's Church. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I5 [Barn]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I6 St. Luke's Church. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I7 W. McHattie Allaster. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I8 "Mrs. Griffith dragged the Smiley coffin the distance from the car to the 2nd house". -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F34-I9 William McHattie Allaster. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F35 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Officers and Staff. -- [1916-1919]. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 9 photographs of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital

AFC 20-S8-F35-I1 Officers, Sisters and Staff of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- [1916-1919]. -- Nine photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
One photograph includes St. Hamilton and Capt. Riddiford in 1918

AFC 20-S8-F36 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Buildings. -- [1916-1919]. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 4 photographs and 13 postcards of buildings of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital

AFC 20-S8-F36-I1 Buildings of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital. -- [1916-1919]. -- Thirteen postcards and four photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F37 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Photograph Negatives. -- [1916-1919]. -- Twelve negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 12 negatives of buildings of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital

AFC 20-S8-F37-I1 No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Photograph Negatives. -- [1916-1919]. -- Twelve negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
Photograph negatives of the No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital,

AFC 20-S8-F38 Seaborn Family - Identified. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs, 1 negative and 2 postcards of the Seaborn Family.

AFC 20-S8-F38-I1 Rondeau Seaborn, Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn and Trevour Seaborn. -- 1911. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F38-I2 Elsie Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I3 Elsie (Seaborn) Rondeau. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I4 Perren Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I5 Paul Rondeau. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I6 Anna Seaborn, W.M. Rofle and Maggie Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I7 Alice Seaborn and Elise Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I8 Grandmother Rondeau. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I9 Dr. Edwin Seaborn and his Oldsmobile (Second car in London, Ontario). — One photograph and negative. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I10 Unidentified Woman. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I11 Albert Gerald Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I12 Noria Seaborn. — 1925. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I13 Ste. Elizabeth, Rondeau, Quebec. — 1797. — One postcard. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I14 Mary Cronyn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I15 Marion McMurray and Dr. Seaborn at his garden, 688 Dundas Street, London. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I16 Mrs. Dr. Seaborn (and Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn), Readymade. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I17 Charles, Bev and John Seaborn. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F38-I18 Bev, John, Cecile, Charles and Charlie Seaborn [at school]. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F39 Seaborn Family - Unidentified. — Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 4 photographs of unidentified Seaborn Family members.

AFC 20-S8-F39-I1 Unidentified Family Members. — Four photographs. — Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F40 Seaborn Family Canadian Vacation Spots (Sauble Beach, Timber Creek and Liberty Island). — Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 8 photographs and 12 negatives of Seaborn Family vacations.

AFC 20-S8-F40-I1 Family Vacation Photographs. — Eight photographs and twelve negatives. — Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F41 Seaborn Family - European Trips. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 22 photographs and 1 postcard of the Seaborn family's travels to Europe.

AFC 20-S8-F41-I1 Visit to Berlin, Germany. -- 1950-1951. -- Six photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F41-I2 Visit to Calais, France. -- Seven photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F41-I3 Visit to Eastbourne, England. -- 1950-1951. -- Four photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1


AFC 20-S8-F41-I5 The Market Cross, Alfriston. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F41-I6 Dr. Crane, Dr. Fred Banting, Deedee Seaborn, Mrs. Edwin Seaborn and Dr. Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F41-I7 Unidentified Location. -- 1950-1951. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F42 Historical London - Buildings. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 19 photographs and 16 negatives of buildings around London, Ontario.

AFC 20-S8-F42-I1 London, Ontario, Queen's Avenue, West of Clarence (South Side). -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F42-I2 London, Ontario, Medical School (corner of Waterloo and York Street). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F42-I3 College boards from the Hellmuth Boys College. -- Sixteen photographs and sixteen negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F43 Historical London - Militia. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 2 photographs and 1 negative.

AFC 20-S8-F43-I1 North West Rebellion. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F43-I2 London, Ontario - The Canadian Volunteer Camp. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F44 Historical London - Street Scenes. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 1 photograph and 4 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F44-I1 Trees at Burwell Residence, Oxford Street, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F44-I2 Unidentified Negatives. -- Four negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45 Historical London - Local Villages and Farms. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 11 photographs and 9 negatives of buildings around London, Ontario and local
townships.

AFC 20-S8-F45-I1 Passenger's Contract Ticket . -- 1851. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I2 James McNeil and [Janet McLean] Marriage Certificate . -- 1828. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I3 Elmtree - Adelaide . -- One negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I4 English Church near [Napier] . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I5 First Medical College, Upper Canada . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I6 Dr. J. Cameron Wilson's Farm. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I7 Tomb of Dr. William Case . -- 1848. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I8 Church near Adelaide . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I9 Victoria Inn, Carlisle, 1855. -- 1855. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I10 Figure Head, "Rob Roy" of Captain [McNeallige's] Ship . -- 1945. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I11 Tombstones, St. Andrew's Park, Galt . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I12 First School House built in Waterloo, 1829 . -- 1829. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F45-I13 Unidentified Negatives . -- Two negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46 Historical People - Identified . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content

This file contains 21 photographs and 15 negatives of local historical people.

AFC 20-S8-F46-I1 Robert [Hensaw] and two other people . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46-I2 Bill Mace, October 27th, 1941 . -- 1941. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46-I3 Mary Evans Weir and William Weir . -- Two negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46-I4 Mrs. Dorthy (Mallet) Hynd. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46-I5 Rev. L. Lawson, Wood Lawson, Grant W. Lawson, Olive F. Lawson (other names not clear). -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F46-I6 Elgin Vale Community Band . -- One negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I7 Unidentified Men . -- Two negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I8 Vally Foye, May 1936 . -- 1936. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I9 Anna Chimery . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I10 Irwin Barber, 5th Concession, W. Nissouri . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I11 1947 - Century Old Blacksmith Shop . -- 1947. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I12 Wm. Woods, 4th Concession, W. Nissouri . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I13 Robert Willis and Georgina, 4th Concession, W. Nissouri . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I14 James Fraser. -- One photograph and seven negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I15 J.H.V. Evans . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I16 [Davis Bespham]. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I17 Mille Valade . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I18 Jimmy Scully . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I19 Mrs. Darling . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I20 Bob Lind . -- 1900. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I21 Alma Murray as Beatrice Cenci. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F46-I22 Arthur Mudge . -- One photograph
AFC 20-S8-F46-I23 Photograph of Henry Wildermuth and his painting. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F47 Historical People - Unidentified . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 6 photographs and 2 negatives of local historical people.

AFC 20-S8-F47-I1 Unidentified People. -- Six photographs and two negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F48 Historical People - Franks Family . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 1 photograph and 1 negative of the Franks family.

AFC 20-S8-F48-I1 Catherine R Franks, Mary Jane (Barry) Franks, Cecil Barry, Cecile Rev Franks . -- One photograph and negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F49 Historical People - Graham Family, Lobo Township . -- Box Number AFC 20-1

Scope and Content
This file contains 10 photographs and 11 negatives of the Graham family.
AFC 20-S8-F49-I1 Captain Graham. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I2 Dr. Archibald Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I3 Duncan P. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I4 Donald L. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I5 Mrs. Duncan L. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I6 Wilfred L. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I7 Dr. Wilfred Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I8 Stanley G. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I9 Roscoe R. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I10 Duncan Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I11 Dr. Peter L. Graham. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I12 Bainard Photo Films. -- Eight negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F49-I13 Unidentified Negatives [Ella Graham]. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F50 Historical People - Grant Family. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

 Scope and Content
This file contains 4 photographs of Mr. and Mr. Seaborn and members of the Grant family.

AFC 20-S8-F50-I1 Group Photograph, May 22nd, 1941. -- 1941. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F50-I2 Dr. and Mrs. Seaborn, Silver Plate Presentation, 1941. -- 1941. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F51 Historical People - Shore Family. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

 Scope and Content
This file contains 18 photographs and 18 negatives of members of the Shore Family.

AFC 20-S8-F51-I1 Member of the Shore Family. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I2 Member of the Shore Family. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I3 Mrs. Thomas Hardy. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I4 Member of the Shore Family. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I5 John Shore and Mrs. John Shore. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I6 Members of the Shore Family. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I7 Members of the Shore Family. -- Eight portraits and eight negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1
AFC 20-S8-F51-I8 Shore Family Objects. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52 Various Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

Scope and Content
This file contains 11 photographs, 1 negative, 1 painting and 2 envelopes.

AFC 20-S8-F52-I1 Painting of a Sunset (Unknown Artist). -- One painting. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I2 "Transliteration and reading of dedication to Shakespeare’s Sonnets". -- One envelope and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I3 Envelope addressed to Mr. Vivian Seaborn. -- One envelope. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I4 Edwin Seaborn. -- Eight photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I5 Steamer at the Fork of the Thames. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I6 Edwin Seaborn. -- 1948. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I7 Flood of March 26th, 1904. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F52-I8 Shore Family Objects. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-1

AFC 20-S8-F53 Glass Lantern Slides. -- [1916-1919]. -- Glass Lantern Slides

Scope and Content
This file contains 76 Glass Lantern Slides of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital

AFC 20-S8-F53-I1 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Glass Lantern Slides. -- 38 Glass Lantern Slides. -- Box Number AFC 20-17

AFC 20-S8-F53-I2 No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital - Glass Lantern Slides. -- 38 Glass Lantern Slides. -- Box Number AFC 20-18

AFC 20-S8-F54 Walt Whitman. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 7 photographs and 30 negatives of the life of Walt Whitman.

AFC 20-S8-F54-I1 Films of Camden Lake, Taken by Leslie Gray. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I2 Teacup and Bird. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I3 Walt Whitman as Falstaff. -- One cartoon and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I4 Film of Whitman from the weekend supplement of the Brooklyn Eagle, July 12th, 1936. -- 1936. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I5 The "Fulton" Ferry Boat. -- 1890. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I6 Timber Creek: The Pond. -- 1904. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I7 Walt Whitman Cigar Ad. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F54-I8 The Tomb, Harleigh Cemetery. -- 1904. -- One Negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I9 Walt Whitman (Frontispiece). -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I10 Presentation to Rev. Hutton from the Boys of the Eagle Street College. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I11 Group Photographs, Eagle Street College. -- One photograph and eight negatives

AFC 20-S8-F54-I12 Birthplace of Walt Whitman. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I13 Rev. Hutton and Wife. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I14 Walt Whitman. -- [1880]. -- Three negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I15 Walt Whitman at Timber Creek. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I16 Sculptor's Profile of Walt Whitman. -- 1891. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I17 Walt Whitman. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I18 Walt Whitman Bust. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I19 Walt Whitman's House, 1890. -- 1890. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F54-I20 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #1-#15. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 16 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F55-I11 William Imlach. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I12 Mrs. William Imlach. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I13 Roland Gilbert and Phoebe Thurston. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I14 James Bowman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I15 Mrs. William Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I16 Frederick Albert Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I17 H.S.S. Standing by an old friend, redwood tree, May 5th, 1948. -- 1948. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I18 Henry Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F55-I19 James Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I10 Walter Hoare Moorhouse. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I11 Dr. William E. Waugh. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I12 McGill University, Winter Session, 1869-1870, Practical Anatomy, Awarded to William E. Waugh. -- One drawing. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I13 The Locust Trees. -- One drawing. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I14 William Saunders and Sarah Agnes Robinson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I15 Dr. John Martin Fraser. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F55-I16 Edward Horatio Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F56 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #16-#31. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 19 photographs and 2 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F56-I1 Alice Clarissa (Bucke) Palmer and Col. R.H. Palmer. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I2 Medical Department, Western University. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I3 Bucke Household. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I4 Dr. Charles Smith Moore. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I5 An Elm at Bucke's. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I6 Walt Whitman, Nickle Street. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I7 Walt Whitman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I8 Dr. Bucke's Farm. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I9 Dr. Bucke's Fenwich Musical Glasses. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I10 Four of the Five [Quints]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I11 Dr. Charles Greenwood Moore. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I12 Dean Dingman. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I13 Hon. W.J. Roche. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I14 Dr. William James Weekes. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I15 George H. Wilson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F56-I16 The Venerable Archdeacon William J. Doherty. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F56-I17 Stephen Grant. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F57 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #32-#47. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 17 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F57-I1 Ninny Noggins. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I2 Dr. Charles Duncombe. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I3 Framed Military Hospital, No. 197, Mill Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I4 The Cove Hospital. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I5 Hellmuth Boys College. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I6 Dr. Vesey A. Brown. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I7 Dr. Theophilus V. Hutchinson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I8 The Rolls House, St. Thomas. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I9 House in Dane Street, Crediton, Devonshire (where Wm. Saunders was born). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I10 The Johnston Hospital. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I11 Tamarac College. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I12 Miss Annie Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I13 Percy Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I14 George Waloppe Bucke and Son. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I15 Augustus Henry Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F57-I16 Ruins of Joe Loder's Inn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #48-#63. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 16 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F58-I1 Mrs. Davis Duncombe. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F58-I2 Edward Palmer and Anne Mary Georgina (Bucke) Palmer. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I3 Philip Eustace Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I4 Dr. James Lee. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I5 The Last Pine at Cronyn's. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I6 Erchless Castle, Strath Glass. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I7 Rachael Angelique Mac Rae. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I8 Dr. Elan Stinson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I9 Julia (Christian) Grant and William Grant. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I10 Dr. Holloway. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I11 Dr. Alfred Holloway's burying place. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I12 The Caradoc Academy, Dr. Glass. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F58-I13 The Phillih's Home. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content

AFC 20-S8-F59-I1 W.E. Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I2 London General Hospital. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I3 162 Hyman Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I4 Dr. Friend Richard Eccles. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I5 William Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I6 Alexander Greig Fenwick. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I7 Dr. James Simpson Niven. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs.
AFC 20-S8-F59-I8 Sir Charles E. Saunders. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I9 Paradelius. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I10 Dr. Joseph J. Lancaster. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I11 Dr. James Cattermole. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I12 Julius Pousett Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I13 Dr. James Arnold Rolls. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I14 Dr. John Wishart. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F59-I15 The Waugh Homestead. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #79-#93. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content

This file contains 15 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F60-I1 Christopher Waugh. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I2 Shack Martin. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I3 The Shaw Home, 144 William Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I4 St. Matthew's Church. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I5 Westminster Abbey. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I6 The Church, Horton Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I7 Dr. John Wanless. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I8 Hugh A. McCallum. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I9 The McCallum Home. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I10 Dr. John A. Stevenson. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I11 Dr. George Pennington Jones. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I12 Ecclesville. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I13 Dr. Bucke's Office - Sarnia. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F60-I14 The Avenue, The Asylum. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F60-I15 Rev. William Minter Seaborn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61 Various Photographs, Volume I . -- Photographs #94-#109. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F61-I1 Mr. and Mrs. Henry Griffith . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I2 Dr. Lancaster's House . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I3 The White Ox Inn . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I4 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Harold Pope . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I5 Padua Fountain . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I6 Mrs. Guillemont . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I7 The Rev. Charles Borromee Guillemont . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I8 Bishop Hellmuth . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I9 The Keilly Hospital . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I10 Copy of Water Colour Painting, Dr. V.A. Brown . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I11 Small Pox, Hospital . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I12 Dr. Alexander Anderson . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I13 Dr. Alfred Holloway . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I14 Dr. John Patrick Donnelly . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F61-I15 Dr. John Crouse . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F62 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #110 to #124. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F62-I1 Mrs. John Patrick Donnelly . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F62-I2 Dr. John Salter . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F62-I3 Dr. Oliver Star's Home . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F62-I4 The Smith's Private Burying Grounds . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I5 Elijah E. Duncombe. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I6 Dr. David Duncombe. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I7 Dr. Oliver Smith's House. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I8 Dr. Oliver Smith. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I9 Graves Simcoe Lee. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I10 Waterloo Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I11 Site of the Sherman House. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I12 Framed Barracks. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I13 Mrs. Salter. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I14 Miss Salter. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F62-I15 Dr. Edward Dancey. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63 Various Photographs, Volume I. -- Photographs #125-#131. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs and 3 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F63-I1 Dr. John A. Nelles. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I2 Dr. Bucke at McGill, 1861. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I3 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Harold Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I4 The Effie Johnstone Sun Room. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I5 Framed Barracks. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I6 Dr. Vesey Agmondisham Brown and Waterloo Street, Log Barracks. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I7 Trinity Medical College, Graduating Class 1886-1887. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I8 [The Blake's]. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I9 Old Apple Stamp, Bucke Residence, Adelaide. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I10 Bucke Family Photograph. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F63-I11 Dr. Bucke in his Office. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F64 Various Photographs, Volume II. -- Photographs #131-#152. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
Scope and Content
This file contains 51 photographs, 24 negatives and 3 textual records.

  AFC 20-S8-F64-I11 Correspondence between Edwin Seaborn and Palmer . -- 1938. -- One letter . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I12 Obituary of Richard Maurice Bucke . -- Textual Record . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I13 T.S. Hunt . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I14 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke . -- Three photographs and five negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I15 Letter to Edwin Seaborn from the Department of the Interior [Geological Survey]. -- 1939. -- Textual Record . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I16 Ed Wilkins and Isabella Wilkins . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I17 Maurice Bucke . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I18 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke [in cape]. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I19 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke . -- [1883]. -- Four photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I20 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke . -- Three photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I21 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke . -- Six Negatives . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I22 Maurice Bucke . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I23 R.M. Bucke . -- Three photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I24 Dr. R.M. Bucke . -- Four photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I25 Old Bucke Farm . -- [1840]. -- Three photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I26 Ed Wilkins . -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I27 Wedding of Ed and Isabella Wilkins. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I28 Ed Wilkins . -- Five photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I29 Hellmuth Boy's College . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I30 Hellmuth Ladies College . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I31 Arts Building [University College], University of Western Ontario . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24
  AFC 20-S8-F64-I32 University of Western Ontario . -- One photograph . -- Box Number
AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I24 University of Western Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I25 University of Western Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I26 University of Western Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I27 University of Western Ontario. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I29 Dr. E.W. Gustin. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I30 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I31 Dr. E.W. Gustin - Certificate. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I32 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photograph and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F64-I33 Walt Whitman. -- Four photographs and three negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65 Various Photographs, Volume II. -- Photographs #153-#174. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 58 photographs, 9 negatives and 4 postcards.

AFC 20-S8-F65-I1 Walt Whitman; Painting of Walt Whitman. -- 1911. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I2 Walt Whitman and Warren Fritzinger on Camden Wharf. -- 1890. -- Three photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I3 Walt Whitman, Bronze Sculpture at Brooklyn Public Library. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I4 Dr. Edward Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I5 Dr. Daniel Longaker. -- One photograph and negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I6 Sarah Armitage; Asylum Group; Mr. Batters; Dr. Beemer; Archie Brenner; Dr. Burgess; Johnny Flynn; Lizzie Fox; J. K. H. Pope; Miss Pope; Nellie Walters. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I7 School Section No.3. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I8 Dean Michael Boomer. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I9 Edwin Seaborn and board to which Tecumshe's horse was tied to. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I10 Seaborn Cottage at Sauble Beach. -- 1908. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I11 Ina Jessie Helene Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I12 Store at Rawdon, Quebec. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I13 Ina Matilda Bucke (Seaborn). -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I14 Red River, Rawdon, Quebec. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I15 Church at Rawdon. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I16 N. Jensen and S. Jensen. -- Four photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I17 Ralph and Kelly Kellog. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I18 Sun Valley Lodge. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I19 Postcard from Lady Wilson, Kew Gardens. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I20 Frances Boyle. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I21 Makel and Henry Wildermuth. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I22 Marcel Michaud of Paris. -- One postcard. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I23 Memorial of Earl Haig. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I24 Hall of Honour. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I26 Captain Jento, Captain Fraleigh, Captain Henderson, Captain Young and Captain Douglas. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I27 Lt. Dickey. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I28 Edwin Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I29 Hester Seaborn, Ronnie Seaborn and Trevor Seaborn. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I30 Alice Bayly, A.V. Seaborn, Beatrice Seaborn and George Seaborn at 500 Quebec Street. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I31 Beatrice Seaborn. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I32 Ravisse Family Photo. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I33 [Horse]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I34 Miss Maizie Gurd, Fairhome, Sarnia. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F65-I35 [Landscape]. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I36 Ina Seaborn, Edwin Seaborn, Archibald Seager and Sylvia Hill. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I37 Sylvia Hill. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I38 Mrs. Geo Hill . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I39 Dr. Seaborn, Mrs. Seaborn and Sylvia Hill. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I40 Seaborn's Garage Door . -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I41 Edwin Seaborn . -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I42 Hellmuth Boys College. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I43 Hellmuth Boys College Teachers. -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I44 Bob Waldy . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I45 Hellmuth Boy's College . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F65-I46 Gertrude Traubel . -- Four photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66 Various Photographs, Volume II. -- Photographs #175-#178. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 25 photographs and 8 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F66-I1 Horace Traubel . -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I2 Hellmuth Ladies College . -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I3 Thomas Biggs Harner and Augusta Harner. -- Two photographs and one negative . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I4 Horace Traubel and Augusta "Traubel" Harner. -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I5 London Asylum Cricket Club, 1892 . -- 1892. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I6 Elsie Wilson . -- One photograph . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I7 Group Photograph, Hellmuth Boy's College . -- Two photographs . -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
Geo. Angus; M. Bowers; D. J. Deacon; Geo. England; Thomas Flynn; Thos. Gillean; R. Heighway; C. S. Hyman; J. K. H. Pope; J. Pumphrey; Dr. W. Ross; George Sillard; Dr. C. A. Sippi; Geo. Sippi; S. D. Smith; George Thurling; M. A. Walker; Ellie Wilson - Hellmuth Boys College
AFC 20-S8-F66-I8 Dr. Richard Gibson's House [Delaware]. -- Five photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I9 Graduating Class of Western University Medical School, 1888. -- 1888. -- One photograph and negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

**Scope and Content**
Dr. John Fraser; Dr. R. Gibson; Dr. Jno. [John] Hotson; D. K. H. Hyndman; Chas. Jewell; Dr. W. Logie; Dr. H. A. McCallum; Dr. R. S. Smith; Dr. W. Weekes; Dr. Geo. H. Wilson

AFC 20-S8-F66-I10 Richard Gibson. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I11 Walt Whitman's Birthplace. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I12 Sketch of Walt Whitman by George W. Waters. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I13 Army Vehicle, Col. Edwin Seaborn. -- 1917. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F66-I14 Various Photographs, Volume III. -- Photographs #179-#195. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

**Scope and Content**
This file contains 34 photographs, 1 negative and 2 textual records.

AFC 20-S8-F67-I1 Title Page. -- Text record. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I2 Gold Hill and Walker Lake, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I3 Milden, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I4 Gardnerville, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I5 Steamboat Springs, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I6 "Hills of Nevada". -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I7 Virginia City, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I8 Highway, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I9 Bale of Hay Saloon. -- Newspaper Clipping. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I10 Virginia City. -- Six photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I11 Virginia City [Reno Carson Highway]. -- Three photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I12 Emerald Bay, Carson City, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F67-I13 Carson City, Nevada. -- Seven Photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

**Scope and Content**
Includes Lake Tahoe and Emerald Bay
AFC 20-S8-F67-I14 Plute Papoose. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F67-I15 Highway, Lake Tahoe, Nevada. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68 Various Photographs, Volume III. -- Photographs #196-#207. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 26 photographs, 7 negatives and 1 textual record.

AFC 20-S8-F68-I1 Lake Tahoe and Sierra, Nevada. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I2 Lake Tahoe. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I3 Emerald Bay, Lake Tahoe. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I4 Fallen Leaf Lake. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I5 Lake Tahoe. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I6 Tahoe City, Lake Tahoe, California. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I7 Steamboating in the Mississippi. -- Three photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
Scope and Content
Includes "the unwilling ox" and "sound sleepers"
AFC 20-S8-F68-I8 Steamboating in the Mississippi. -- Two photographs and two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I9 Steamboating in the Mississippi. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I10 Roof carvings in St. Mary's Church, Mildenhall. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I11 Roof carvings in St. Mary's Church, Mildenhall. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I12 Roof carvings in St. Mary's Church, Mildenhall. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I13 Roof carvings in St. Mary's Church, Mildenhall. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F68-I14 "Mildenhall Treasures". -- Newspaper Clippings. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F69 Photograph negatives of Dr. R.M. Bucke. -- [Fifty Negatives]. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
Scope and Content
This file contains 50 negatives about the life of R.M. Bucke.

AFC 20-S8-F70 Pictures from Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke's Journey. -- Thirty Six Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-24
Scope and Content
This file contains 36 photographs.
AFC 20-S8-F71 Various Photographs. — 15 photographs and 4 negatives. — Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 15 photographs and 4 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F71-I1 Walt Whitman and Peter Doyle. — One photograph and one negative. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I2 Walt Whitman. — Two photographs. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I3 [Traubel]. — 1897. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I4 Mary O’Davis. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I5 J.W. Wallace. — Two photographs. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I6 G.Sippi. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I7 Eliot McCrae and Others. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I8 Gibson House. — One negative. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I9 Model for Walt Whitman Statue. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I10 "The Boys at Eagle College". — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I11 Two men [Traubel]. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I12 Insane Asylum, London. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I13 Unidentified Group. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I14 Unidentified Man. — One photograph. — Box Number AFC 20-24
AFC 20-S8-F71-I15 Unidentified negatives. — Two negatives. — Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F72 Various Photographs. — Fifty photographs and six negatives. — Box Number AFC 20-24

Scope and Content
This file contains 50 photographs and 6 negatives.

AFC 20-S8-F73 Various Photographs. — Box Number AFC 20-26

Scope and Content
This file contains 16 photographs, 10 negatives and 4 textual records.

AFC 20-S8-F73-I1 Unidentified Negatives. — Four negatives. — Box Number AFC 20-26
AFC 20-S8-F73-I2 Edwin and Ina Matilda Seaborn Calling Cards. — Four cards. — Box Number AFC 20-26
AFC 20-S8-F73-I3 Alfred Forman. — Two photographs and one negative. — Box Number AFC 20-26
AFC 20-S8-F73-I4 Alfred Forman. — Three photographs and one negative. — Box Number AFC 20-26
AFC 20-S8-F73-I5 Alfred Forman at the door of his tent. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I6 Ethan Allen and Hosea Ballou Grosh. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I7 Centreport Cover, from "Visits to Walt Whitman". -- [1800]. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I8 Unidentified Drawing of a Building. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-24

AFC 20-S8-F73-I9 Dr. Bucke's travels, work and experiences. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I10 302 and 304 Mickle Street. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I11 Medical Faculty, McGill University. -- [1871]. -- One drawing. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I12 Edwin Seaborn [construction of canoe]. -- Five photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I13 Elbert Hubbard. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F73-I14 Alma Murray as Beatrice Cenci. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-26

AFC 20-S8-F74 Photograph Album - Liberty Island. -- Thirty Two Photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

Scope and Content
This file contains 32 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F75 Photograph Album - Eastbourne. -- 1916-1919. -- 170 postcards and 10 photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

Scope and Content
This file contains 170 postcards and 10 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F76 Photograph Album - Unidentified People. -- Thirty One photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-2

Scope and Content
This file contains 31 photographs.

AFC 20-S8-F77 Life of Richard Maurice Bucke, Source Material. -- Photographs #103-137. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

Scope and Content
This file contains 37 photographs, 12 negatives and 1 textual record.

AFC 20-S8-F77-I1 [Richard Maurice] Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I2 H. Buxton Forman. -- 1897. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I3 Maurice Andrews Bucke. -- 1900. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I4 Bucke House, "Creek Farm". -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22
AFC 20-S8-F77-I5 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I6 Augustus Henry Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I7 George Walpole Bucke and his son Charles. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I8 Philip Eustace Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I9 Julius Pousette Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I10 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Harold Pope. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I11 Clare [Pope], Dr. Bucke and Ina Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I12 Edward Horatio Bucke. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I13 Anne Mary Georgina Palmer. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I14 Bucke Homestead, Dundas Street, London. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I15 Edward Palmer and Anne Mary Georgina Palmer. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I16 R.H. Palmer and Alice (Bucke) Palmer. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I17 Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I18 Dr. Bucke’s Office in Sarnia. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I19 Bucke Family Portrait at Liberty Island. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I20 Bucke Homestead. -- Two photographs and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I21 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Romaine Elliot [London Asylum Grounds]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I22 Tombstone of Helen Buck Carstairs. -- One photograph and one negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I23 Dr. R.M. Bucke and Romaine Elliot at Bucke’s House. -- 1899. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I24 Unidentified negatives. -- Five negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I25 Dr. R.M. Bucke. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I26 Unidentified negatives. -- Two negatives. -- Box Number AFC 20-22
AFC 20-S8-F77-I27 Dr. R.M. Bucke. -- 1899. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I28 Richard Maurice and Julius Bucke. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I29 Anglican Church, Adelaide Village. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I30 Stump of Apple Tree. -- One negative. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I31 Bucke Family Portrait. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I32 Tombstones [Elizabeth Proctor and Geo Walpole Bucke]. -- Two photographs. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I33 Canadian and American Cricket Teams. -- 1895. -- Newspaper Clippings. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I34 [Mining Ore]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I35 [Street]. -- One photograph. -- Box Number AFC 20-22

AFC 20-S8-F77-I28 Copy of Campbell Family Photograph. -- One photocopy. -- Box Number AFC 20-26
AFC 20-S9 Ephemera.
1853-1965.
4 cm textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of Edwin Seaborn's graduation gown, a charcoal drawing of Edwin Seaborn by Stanley Dale and various pieces of ephemera.

AFC 20-S9-F1 Charcoal drawing of Edwin Seaborn by Stanley Dale. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-28


AFC 20-S9-F2-I1 Pamphlet "Gloire A L'Armee". — 1914-1918. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-25


Scope and Content
1951 Auditor's Certified Financial Statements

AFC 20-S9-F2-I3 "Les Consequences Economiques d'une Paix Allemande". — [1940]. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-25

AFC 20-S9-F2-I4 "Le Dernier Discours de L'Empereur". — [1940]. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-25

AFC 20-S9-F2-I5 Quotation from the address by King George VI, December 25th, 1939. — 1939. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-25

AFC 20-S9-F2-I6 [Calling Card]. — Textual Record. — Box Number AFC 20-25
AFC 20-S10 Dr. Edwin Seaborn collection at London Public Library.
1872-1951

Scope and Content
The Dr. Edwin Seaborn collection at London Public Library consists of correspondence, photographs, negatives, newspaper clippings, historical research, diaries and objects collected by Edwin Seaborn. Please see attached inventory for a detailed description of the Dr. Edwin Seaborn collection at the London Public Library.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archival Box Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 168                 | Map of Dr. Bucke’s Travels  
Cardboard copies of maps of Dr. Bucke’s Travels  
Article about Bucke, “Richard Maurice Bucke, M.D. 1837-1902; A pioneer of Scientific psychiatry” by Cyril Greenland, 1964  
Glass plate of License to practice surgery and midwifery, Elizabeth Gustin  
Miscellaneous photographs  
“March of Medicine” copies of illustrations  
Reviews of “March of Medicine in Western Ontario”  
Original correspondence about Seaborn’s Canoe – “Seaborn Collection, from Centennial Museum. January 20th, 1971, notes, drawings and correspondence. Re: The Birch Canoe made by Dr. Seaborn”  
Original correspondence, 1920-1930  
Envelope - “Seaborn Collection, miscellaneous material from Centennial Museum, January 20th, 1921. The Times ... September 5th, 1845 etc. medical entries in Seaborn Volumes. Information re: Druggists in Seaborn volumes, Bailey, Thomas (brief sketch) – picture in pictures files, correspondence, seeds re: Indians”  
Program for Bucke Historical Plaque, 1986 |
| 169                 | Stanley Dale original illustrations for “March of Medicine in Western Ontario” by Dr. Edwin Seaborn |
| 170                 | Stanley Dale original illustrations for “March of Medicine in Western Ontario” by Dr. Edwin Seaborn |
| 171                 | Two Union Jack Flags and One Red Cross Flag from the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital |
| 172                 | 1st envelope – Eight photographs of the No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital  
2nd envelope – List of Nursing Sisters of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital who left London, Ontario on June 19th, 1916  
One photograph – Charles May, Amy May, Howard May, James Davis and Mrs. James Davis  
The Western Front, drawings by Muirhead Bone, Two Volumes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>173</th>
<th>No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital, Duty Roster, 1918 – 1919</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newspaper Clippings (Envelope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History of the No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital (Envelope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital Original Correspondence (Large Envelope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital Christmas Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. 10 Canadian Stationary Hospital Typed Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>No.10 Canadian Stationary Hospital Flag from another donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bound Volumes</td>
<td>Number of Volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asylum Scrapbooks and Index</td>
<td>3 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholera Epidemic</td>
<td>1 volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper Clippings</td>
<td>6 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaries</td>
<td>14 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Epidemic Relief</td>
<td>1 volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>4 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Doctors</td>
<td>10 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical history</td>
<td>3 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper index and abstracts</td>
<td>1 volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120th Anniversary of the Birth of Walt Whitman and index</td>
<td>1 volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminiscences</td>
<td>5 volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Histories</td>
<td>1 volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Material</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam’s Diary</td>
<td>REF r971.325 Ada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Seaborn, 1862-1954</td>
<td>REF r371.SeaA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asiatic Cholera in 1832</td>
<td>REFr614.514 Se11as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary of Edward J. Complin</td>
<td>REF r617.092 Com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary of Mr. Charles A. Sippi</td>
<td>REF r819.8 Sip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary of Rev. J.H. Robinson</td>
<td>REF r287.53 Rob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracts from Diary of G.W. Lawrence</td>
<td>REF r971.325 Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Bapty, 7 Fusiliers, 1885</td>
<td>REF r971.057 Bap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Town and City Council Minutes, 1854-1876</td>
<td>REF r610.97.326 Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March of Medicine in Western Ontario, Edwin Seaborn</td>
<td>REF r610.971 Se11m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaborn Collection</td>
<td>REF r971.326 Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot Street Baptist Church, Historical Material</td>
<td>REF r286.171326 Con</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Adelaide Church Session Book</td>
<td>REF r285.281325 Wes (2 Volumes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zavitz Papers</td>
<td>REF r971.32 Zav</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact Information for the Ivey Family London Room at the London Public Library**

Phone Number -519-661-4600